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The Cornish  place- names allegedly containing the component lyw glossed as ‘colour’ were
beneficially discussed by Oliver Padel (1985, 151).1 The collection of toponyms with this
element contains Lucoombe (with a question mark), Menerlue, Trelew, Chellew and Carclew
(also with a query), and the author admits that the last four toponyms may contain a
personal name *Lew instead. It appears possible now to corroborate the discussion of this
element offered by Dr Padel and also clarify the semantic aspect of his explanation.

The clue to this new proposal for the meaning of the element lyw is offered by Padel
himself (1985, 151) in his brief discussion of Lucoombe. The second element of this
toponym is identified there with English cumb ‘valley’ (for which see Gelling, Cole 2000,
103–9), and therefore we should be allowed at least in theory to interpret the whole form
as a  ‘colour- valley’ vel sim. Such an interpretation does not make much sense, and, impor-
tantly, Padel considers a possibility to recognize in the first part of Lucoombe an otherwise
unattested  river- name, therefore ‘valley of the river *Lyw’. For comparison he refers to
the hydronym Lew in Devon and provides a number of references where the Welsh
cognate  river- name Lliw is discussed. Indeed, Welsh lliw is sufficiently attested in Welsh
onomastic landscape, as in the  river- name Lliw in Glamorgan, cf. also the village name
 Pont- lliw ‘bridge on (the river) Lliw’ (see Owen, Morgan 2007, 293 and 389), and the
hydronym Lliwen is known in Denbighshire (Thomas 1938, 121).

Welsh lliw, as well as Old Breton liou (gl. neuum) and Old Irish lí, is a cognate of Middle
Cornish lyw and has a perfect PIE etymology (see Matasović 2009, 242). It may be remem-
bered in parenthesis here that the generic names for ‘colour’ in various languages can be
‘derived from a specialization of individual color terms’ (M. Huld and J. P. Mallory in
EIEC: 113), and this is exactly what we have in Celtic, with the Common Celtic *lı̄uo-
‘colour’ going back to the particular IE colour term ‘blue’. The basic meaning of these
words in Celtic languages is ‘colour’ without even rudimentary attestations suggesting the
earlier sense in PIE, and this is certainly the case with the Cornish congeners. We know
that in the  so- called ‘Old Cornish Vocabulary’ Cornish liu glosses Latin color (for this
important text see most recently Padel 2014), and in Middle Cornish the word denotes
‘colour, hue’ as, for example, in the following passages from Ordinale de Ressurexione
Domini, du yw y lyw ‘black is his hue’ or yn ken lyw ‘in another colour’ (Norris 1859, II: 158
and 190). It is therefore unsurprising that Padel, although referring to the  river- name in
his analysis of Lucoombe and, though not offering a translation for the whole  place- name,
nonetheless places it under the  head- element lyw, which he translates ‘colour’.

1 I am grateful to Oliver Padel for his most valuable
and stimulating comments on the earlier drafts of this
note.
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It thus seems quite possible that Cornish Lucoombe may indeed contain the otherwise
unattested and linguistically Celtic hydronym meaning ‘bright’, light’, as Padel suggests.
It is known that English cumb is found in the onomastic landscape accompanied by river
names as in Rendcomb in Gloucestershire, with a stream name Hrinde (Gelling, Cole 2000,
108). Therefore such an approach, in suggesting that the first element could be a river
name, is more probable and implicitly separates Lucoombe from the other Cornish  place-
 names under the  head- word lyw. Considering the meaning of this inferred Cornish river
name together with Welsh comparanda will lead to a  re- evaluation of other Cornish  place-
 names containing lyw and a considerably more straightforward interpretation of their
semantics. It is known that Welsh lliw in geographical names means ‘bright, shining’
(GPC: 2287), and  place- names carrying this meaning are attested throughout the  Celtic-
 speaking world and indeed well beyond it, for example, the frequently occurring English
 place- name Sherborne or Sherburn (Gelling, Cole 2000, 11). In Continental Celtic we are
aware of a number of hydronyms which are derived from words meaning ‘bright, shining’
and some toponyms which are based on these  river- names. Some of these may be
assigned to other languages or interpreted differently, but the role of this semantic field
in the formation of Gaulish geographical names is beyond doubt.2 The same motivation
underlies numerous Welsh geographical names, and this can be seen with a brief glimpse
at the glossary of elements in the recent Dictionary of the  Place- Names of Wales by H. W.
Owen and R. Morgan, where, for example, as well as lliw ‘bright, shining’, we also find
claer ‘bright, shining, clear’, llachar ‘bright’ and cannaid ‘id’.

This pattern in name formation may be illustrated by the  place- name Clyro (Cleiro) in
Radnorshire, which is derived from the corresponding  river- name, for which the
meaning ‘clear’ is plausible (see Owen, Morgan 2007, 90–1 and cf. Morgan 1998, 44). The
underlying semantics of the river name Cannaid in Glamorgan certainly belongs here as
well; see the discussion of Abercannaid in Owen, Morgan 2007, 2 and note its Cornish
cognate can also found in  place- names (Padel 1985, 37). The river name Gwrwern
(Pembrokeshire) has been interpreted ‘bright, very clear’, see Charles 1992, 13. One of
the possible interpretations of the hydronym Tywynni connects it with the Welsh word
tywyn ‘shining, brightness’ (see Thomas 1938, 173). This hypothesis is tentatively accepted
by Padel (1988, 135), who cautiously suggests seeing its Cornish cognate concealed in the
 place- name Pentewan. The river Nedd (Neath) is traditionally thought to belong here
semantically as well, as it is usually compared with Lat. nideo ‘to shine’ (cf. e.g., Morgan,
Powell 1999, 122). As Oliver Padel kindly reminds me, in fact nideo is not attested in Latin;
the forms which should be quoted instead are renı̄deo ‘to shine, reflect’ and niteo ‘to be
radiant, shine’. The recent discussion of the Latin words by de Vaan (2008, 410 and 519),
who tentatively treats them together, derives renı̄deo and niteo from a putative and difficult
protoform *neit-, *noit, *nit-, which cannot account for the Welsh river name; see Kitson
(1996, 94) for other possible explanations for this name. One may cite here more
unambiguously the Welsh  place- name  Nant- lachar in Powys (see Thomas 1938, 95). Its
second element goes back to Common Celtic *laxsaro- ‘burning, shining’, cf. Old Irish
lassar ‘flame’ and is derived from PIE *leh2p- ‘shine’; see Matasović 2009, 235, although
see also some reservations regarding the reconstructed PIE root in Beekes 2010, 830. We
are also aware of the river name Llachar aptly interpreted as ‘glittering (river)’ in Evans
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2 See DCC: 8, 22–3 et passim and Falileyev 2014, 69–
70, 115–17; cf. also the discussion of Argentorate and

Argentovaria in DCC: 55–6; cf. also Kitson 1996, 83–5
and de Vaan 2008, 53.
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1986, 69, and it is suspected that Laugharne (Lacharn) in Carmarthenshire may well
contain it, cf. its interpretation (although with a query) as ‘bright rock’ in Owen, Morgan
2007, 211.3 For the semantics consider here also the collocation tanllachar, tân llachar  ‘fire-
 bright, burning bright’ attested in Medieval Welsh poetry (see GPC: 3442). For Lleuer
Fawr and Lleuer Fach presumably based on Welsh lleu ‘light, brightness’ and though to be
historically connected with golau (for which below) or containing a personal name, see
 Lloyd- Jones 1928, 61.

If Menerlue, Trelew, Chellew and Carclew indeed contain the Cornish  place- name element
lyw rather than a personal name, it looks more reasonable to interpret their second
elements as meaning ‘bright / shining’. In the case of Menerlue there is a possible parallel
with the Cornish  place- name Gonvena, which according to Padel (1985, 163) contains the
same component meneth ‘hill’ preceded by the adjective guyn ‘white’, and which is
compared by Padel with Old Breton win moned, id est montem candidum. The same compo-
nents in the reverse order are found in the Cornish  place- name Menergwidden. Although
colour names occur as modifiers for mountains and hills in many traditions and this is
perhaps a universal trait of onomastics (cf. Cornish geographical name Menerdue which
finds an exact correspondence in Early Welsh Mynid du ‘black mountain’ quoted by Padel,
loc. cit., cf. also discussion of ‘black’ mountains with various generic components in
Morgan, Powell 1999, 39–41, 47, 151–2 or  Bryn- gwyn ‘white hill’ in Radnorshire, Morgan
1998, 34), it is certain that Cornish lyw does not denote ‘white’ or any particular colour.
Moreover, it should be stressed that ‘white’ and ‘bright, shining’ are not semantically
interchangeable. For hydronyms the meaning ‘white’ is undoubtedly universal (cf. e.g.,
Kitson 1996, 75, 83–4), and there are plenty examples of ‘white rivers’ in  Celtic- speaking
territories, cf. e.g., Welsh Afon Wen in Flintshire (Davies 1959, 3), Gwenffrwd in Anglesey
(Jones 1989, 71), as well as elsewhere, cf. English Whitebourne (Gelling, Cole 2000, 12).
However, the Welsh  place- name element gwyn ‘white’ (Owen, Morgan 2007, xlviii, Charles
1992, 781, cf. GPC: 1170 and DCC: 34–5 s.v. uindo- for the comparative perspective) is
semantically ambiguous, as it may also, for example, denote ‘blessed’, ‘holy’ (cf. Morgan,
Powell 1999, 87). It has been suspected also that in some cases this element could be a
personal name; see the discussion of Gwynfi in Thomas 1938, 148 or that of Trewyn in
Morgan 2005, 209. It may be also added that the motivations behind ‘white’ rivers could
be various, cf. e. g., Afon Wen ‘white river’ in Flintshire which is also known as Afon Galchog
‘limed river’ (see Davies 1959, 2–3). Generally, ‘white’ and ‘bright’ are distinct in the
 place- names coined in various languages, as, for example, in English, where we find
Brightwell ‘bright or clear spring’ (Old English beorht) and Whitwell ‘white spring or stream’
(Old English hwı̄t); cf. Gelling, Cole 2000, 32. There are also  counter- examples in a range
of early  Indo- European traditions (see some illustrations offered by D. Q. Adams and M.
Huld in EIEC: 641), but this semantic change does not seem to be attested in Celtic and
at least is not recorded in the Insular Celtic toponymic studies. Therefore, these  counter-
 examples do not affect the present discussion.

Thus, it seems rather improbable that the generic name for ‘colour’ could be used in
such collocations, and it is evident that Cornish lyw does not mean ‘white’. However, if
Menerlue is to be interpreted as ‘bright / shining hill’, and not the rather irrational ‘colour
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3 Welsh Cas Llychwr, British Leucarum and further
comparanda are discussed in Falileyev 2014, 115–17. It
is impossible to clarify whether Nant Luke in
Denbighshire (for which see H. W. Owen in ADG: 78)

is related to it etymologically; for Coed Luke in
Pembrokeshire or  Ty- Luke in Glamorgan which
certainly do not belong here; see Charles 1992, 135
and Pierce 1968, 318. See also below.
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hill’ or ‘white hill’, for which we have no parallels whatsoever, the Brittonic comparanda are
illustrative. As Cornish lyw modifies here the generic name of the mountain, a close
parallel is provided by another Cornish toponym, Tolgollou discussed by Padel (1985, 107
and 2013, 91) and glossed by him as ‘beacon hill’, literally  ‘hill- brow of light’. It contains
Cornish tal ‘brow, front, end’ (Padel 1985, 214) and golow ‘light’. Another similar example
is offered by the geographical name Burngullow which contains Cornish bron ‘breast, hill’
as the first element (Padel 1985, 32 and 107).4 Cornish golow is well attested as an
appellative, cf. e.g., temple golow ‘a brilliant temple’ or nef golow ‘bright heaven’ in Middle
Cornish Ordinalia (Norris 1859, 170 and 228), or ha golow splan ‘and brilliant light’ (cf. y
golow splan, Norris 1859, 4) and ema plenty a wolow ‘there is light in plenty’ in the Middle
Cornish play “Bewnans Ke” (Thomas, Williams 2007, 28–9 and 50–1) for its substantival
and adjectival usages. The cognates of the Cornish word are attested in all Brittonic
languages (Welsh golau, Old Breton guolou ‘id.’) and is found also in Old Cornish, where
golou glosses Latin lux. The underlying Common Brittonic word contains *uo- as its first
part, and there is a continuing dispute over the etymology of its second element, see
Schrijver 1995, 332. Although there are some difficulties in explaining the prehistory of
the Brittonic cognates, both its appellative and, crucially for the present discussion,
toponymic usage is well documented.

Indeed, this model is attested in all Brittonic languages – it is found also in Breton and
Welsh  place- names, and Padel (1985, 107) aptly notes Breton Brengoulou ‘beacon hill’, Old
Welsh bannguolou ‘beacon height’, and Modern Welsh Bryn Golau. The list of cognates of
Cornish golow ‘light’ in Welsh  place- names may be easily multiplied. We are aware of
 Waun- olau in Pembrokeshire (Charles 1992, 334) and Goleugoed, Waun Goleugoed are
found in Flintshire (Davies 1959, 18, 75, 177). Golau modifies Penlan ‘top of the bank’
 (Penlan- oleu) in Pembrokeshire to distinguish it from Penlan Fabws (Charles 1992, 280 and
329), and Llynnau Golau (‘light, glistening lakes’) on Malltraeth Marsh in Anglesey are
attested in a document dated to 1629, modern Golau (Jones, Roberts 1996, 57 and 145).
Cefn Golau is known in Gwent, and according to R. Morgan (2005, 64) should be inter-
preted as ‘Bright ridge’. The same author allows (op. cit., p. 167) that the element might
also be concealed in Penargole ‘bright high ground’ in the same county. One should also
acknowledge here that in some of the many examples attributed to this  place- name
element it may actually mask a different word. Thus, for example, *Uchelolau (1254
Hukheloleu, 1500 Uchel Ole, etc.) in Glamorgan may be immediately compared to the
English name Highlights. However, it has been shown that Welsh ôl, pl. olau ‘track, path,
way’ (GPC: 2640–1) is more appropriate, on which see the excellent discussion by
Professor G. O. Pierce (1968, 311–14 and ADG: 111). Rhyd y Golau in Flintshire is not the
‘Ford of the light’ vel sim., but in fact conceals the earlier (1658) Rhyd Colley ‘Colley’s Ford’,
and it is known that a Thomas Colley once lived in this area (see Davies 1959, 148).
Nevertheless, there is no doubt that the Welsh made use of golau in  place- names. It
should be also remembered that ‘bright / shining hills’ are not confined to the Celtic
onomastic landscape, but is a universal phenomenon. Thus, for example, English
toponymy presents us with exact semantic parallels as found in such  place- names as
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4 The component golow seems to be found in Great
Busullow  (Bossowolo- meour, 1517), which is interpreted
by Padel (1988, 57) as *bod & chi & golow ‘dwelling of

a cottage of light’, although with a caveat: “it is unclear
what that would actually mean.”
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Leighton, Shirley or Sheerness (Gelling, Cole 2000, 168, 181 and 198), and one may be
reminded of Latin Mons lucidus or Mons lucens.

There are several ways to explain the details of semantics of a generic toponymic word
modified by ‘bright’, ‘light’, vel sim. Naturally enough, often the reference is made to the
physical characteristics of the given objects. It may also be noted here that according to
Pierce (1968, 312) the lights could have some ecclesiastic significance, ‘being used in
medieval churches for many purposes [. . .], or that the reference may be to the position
of the lights shining outwards from within the church relative to the low land of the valley
bottom.’ Alternatively, as Oliver Padel reminds me, the word, particularly Cornish golow,
means as a substantive ‘a (shining) light, a beacon’, and therefore may be interpreted as
such in geographical names, particularly when hills and mountains are concerned.
Certainly, this is not confined to Cornish toponymy and has been noted also for Breton,
for which see references in Padel 1985, 107. In this case a comparison of that group of
toponyms with Welsh geographical names containing tân ‘fire’ is appealing, cf. also
English Baycliff, the first element of which may contain bēl ‘fire’ (or, otherwise, belle ‘bell’),
see Gelling, Cole 2000, 156. In this respect one may also consider Beacon Hill and The
Begwns, which contains Welsh begwn ‘beacon’ (GPC: 268), itself a borrowing from English,
in Radnorshire, for which see Morgan 1998, 31–2.5 Note also Bleasdale in Lincolnshire
with Old Norse blesi ‘light spot’, which is according to M. Gelling and A. Cole (2000, 111)
‘perhaps used of a bare place on a hillside.’

If Cornish Menerlue is to be explained as a ‘bright mountain’ rather than ‘colour
mountain’, a similar analysis may be offered for the difficult Cornish Carclew. Padel (1988,
65) suggests interpreting it as ‘coloured tumulus’, literally ‘barrow of colour’. He rightly
admits that ‘the meaning of such a name would be unclear’, and on top of this semantic
difficulty he acknowledges that no barrow is known in the vicinity of the house. Leaving
this purely topographic difficulty aside,6 it may be remembered that the Cornish  place-
 name element cruc ‘barrow, hillock’ found in Carclew may be accompanied by such colour
names as glas ‘green, blue, grey’ and du ‘black’ (Padel 1995, 74), but not by the generic
name ‘colour’. Following the same line of argument its interpretation ‘Bright / Shining
tumulus’ may be therefore offered instead. Mutatis mutandis, the same explanation may be
applied to Chellew which is based on Cornish chy ‘house, cottage’ (for it see Padel 1985,
77–80), and to Trelew containing tre ‘estate, farmstead’ comprehensively discussed in Padel
1985, 223–32. For these two last examples a connection with a river name (‘House at / by
the river *Lyw’ and ‘Tre at the river *Lyw’) remains also a possibility, though it is
unattested. As we know, an alternative view on the prehistory of these toponyms was
expressed by P. A. S. Pool (1973, 45 and 73), who suggested seeing in the second
component of Chellew and Trelew, if not a personal name, then a Cornish word for ‘calf ’
lugh. As Oliver Padel kindly informs me (p.c.), the former  place- name could indeed be
analysed along these lines, but the early spellings of the latter do not allow for such an
interpretation. Both of them may indeed contain the generic name ‘colour’ (‘Colour
cottage’ / ‘Colour house’). In any event, the semantic motivation analysed here, if really
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5 As for Brecon Beacons, R. Morgan and R. F. P.
Powell (1999, 45), note that it ‘is probably a translation
of Bannau Brycheiniog with beacons being used to mean
simply ‘mountains’ rather than places at which fires
were lit.’

6 See the discussion in Padel 1995, 73–4 where
further bibliography is provided.
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applicable to these two toponyms, would certainly be secondary; therefore, these  place-
 names will be excluded from the present discussion.

As noted above, the  place- name Lucoombe is likely to contain a  river- name, thus ‘valley
of the river *Lyw’. In view of the present discussion one may venture that we are dealing
here with the same  place- name elements, as would comprise ‘bright valley’ vel sim., which
looks at face value quite natural. There are certain problems with such an approach,
however. Thus, some attention should be paid to the extant comparanda. Welsh Nantgwyn
(cf. Nantgwyn, Rhayader, Powys, or Llanfair Nantgwyn and Nantgwyn in Pembrokeshire
(Charles 1992, 71 and 226) are certainly irrelevant as these contain a distinct  colour-
 name. It is known that various  colour- names frequently modify reflexes of Celtic *nantu-
as in Welsh  Nant- ddu (‘black’),  Nant- glas (‘blue’), see Owen, Morgan 2007, 337–8, and
Cornish compound forms with nans are discussed by Padel (1985, 171). Nantlle(u) also
looks like a parallel, if it indeed contains Welsh lleu ‘light’. However, this much discussed
 place- name in Caernarfon has obvious and knotty mythological associations, see already
 Lloyd- Jones 1928, 9. Nantyrarian in Breconshire and elsewhere may be more relevant for
this discussion, at least theoretically, but it is rendered usually as ‘stream of silver / silvery
stream’ (see Morgan, Powell 1999, 122): silver, as Professor J. T. Koch kindly reminds me
(p.c.), was mined at the Nantyrarian near Ponterwyd. Moreover, it should be borne in
mind that Welsh nant means ‘river, stream, brook, rivulet’ (cf. Gerald of Wales, IK 1.3
Nant etenim rivus dicitur), and GPC: 2551 lists its meanings with ‘valley, glen, dale’ as the
second option (cf. a Middle Welsh gloss Nant Caruguan, id est, Uallis Ceruorum, with my
italics). It has been admitted also that this semantic distribution is also reflected morpho-
logically, with names for ‘valley’ being masculine, and those for ‘stream’ – feminine (see
Owen, Morgan 2007, lx). There are no doubts that this semantic development is a Welsh
innovation, and the meaning ‘valley’ is original.7

A possibly better comparandum is located thousands miles away from the British Isles.
The name of castellum Lucunanta is recorded only in a single and comparatively late
source where it is spelled Λουκουνάντα. The settlement itself is localised roughly in the
area of modern Tran to the west of Bulgaria’s capital Sofia. The linguistic Celticity of this
toponym is beyond doubt, and there are historical reasons to expect that speakers of
Continental Celtic were in this area in antiquity (see Falileyev 2013, iii–iv, 42 and 83–4;
Falileyev 2014, 97–9). The ancient  place- name most certainly contains the Gaulish word
for ‘valley’, while its initial element remains a crux due to several competing etymologies
which could be applied to it. Indeed, the geographical name may be interpreted, for
example, as a ‘dark valley’, to Gaulish *lugo- ‘black, dark’ (see Falileyev 2009, 202–3 with
references), which is semantically  self- explanatory and finds numerous analogues in the
Insular Celtic world. Thus, in his study of Cornish toponymy Padel (1985, 170) remarks
that Cornish  place- names containing nans ‘valley’ may be qualified by words denoting
colour, and one of them is du ‘black’. Welsh comparanda include the  place- name Denant in
Pembrokeshire (Dunant, 1296), which most probably contains nant preceded by du ‘black,
dark’ (see Charles 1992, 654), corresponding exactly to the stream name Dunant in
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7 For Welsh nant see e. g., Thomas 1938, passim and
cf.  Lloyd- Jones 1928, 69–71. For Cornish nans / nant
‘valley’ (cf. nans glossing Latin vallis in the “Old
Cornish Vocabulary”) and its Breton congener, see
Padel 1985, 170–1, cf. Padel 2013, 96–7; for the

Auslaut and the distribution of the Cornish forms see
Padel 1988, 28–9 and Padel 2014, 193–6. For Gaulish
nantu- ‘id.’ recorded in the Endlicher’s Glossary (nanto
gl. valle, trinanto gl. tres valles) and also in  place- names
across Europe see DCC: 26 et passim.
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Montgomeryshire (Evans 1986, 52). The list of these possible parallels may be multiplied
easily.

The Continental Celtic toponym Lucunanta could in theory also denote ‘marshy valley’,
‘valley of the ravens’ or ‘valley of warriors’, ‘valley of lynxes’,8 or ‘valley of wolves’, but
besides these it may be interpreted as ‘bright valley’, see Falileyev 2013, 83–4 with further
references. In this case the first element goes back to Gaulish *leuco-, louco-, lūcā- ‘bright,
open’ which is well attested in Continental Celtic geographical names as, for example, in
 Leuco- mago ‘Bright field’ (see further references in DCC: 22 and cf. de Vaan 2008, 350,
352, 355–6 or Matasović 2009, 245–6). Its congeners in Brittonic languages are known,
cf. e.g., Old Breton lucet, luhet ‘light’ (= Welsh lluched ‘lightning’) or Middle Welsh lluc
‘brightness, shine’. The word is certainly known in  place- name formations (cf.  Lloyd-
 Jones 1928, 99), and for example it has been claimed to be attested in the  river- names
Lugg or Lugwy, for which see e.g., Jones 1989, 80–1, Morgan 1998, 74 or Owen, Morgan
2007, 294; possible further comparanda are adduced above. It should be remembered,
however, that the Gaulish data presented may be analysed along various lines with nearly
the same certainty, and therefore it is unquestionably more reasonable to see in Cornish
Lucoombe ‘valley of the river *Lyw’ rather than ‘bright valley’. Moreover, it should also be
remembered that Padel (1985, 151) treats the geographical name – differently from other
names in lyw – separately, in the section which deals with  place- name elements used on
their own. Nevertheless, this explanation of the  place- name element (i.e. Cornish lyw
‘bright’) remains relevant for Cornish Menerlue and Carclew, and also possible for Trelew
and Chellew.

The major obstacle against the suggested interpretation lies in the fact that, as an item
of regular Cornish vocabulary, lyw means ‘colour, hue’ (cf. also Old Cornish liu melet gl.
minium, i.e. ‘red colour’) and not ‘brightness’ vel sim. This difficulty, however, could be
overcome by a reference to the comparanda – indeed, in Welsh the exact counterpart of
the Cornish word did develop this meaning. Therefore, one may consider the possibility
that the same could happen to the Cornish word in its topographic usage and hence that
this semantic innovation is reflected in  place- names, as the domain in which this devel-
opment was possibly restricted. Semantic specialization of toponymic elements is a known
phenomenon, and this factor alone allows the suggested analysis to be allowed as possible.
It may also be relevant to note that the University of Wales Dictionary records the
meaning ‘bright, shining’ of some late medieval attestations of Welsh lliw (see GPC: 2192),
so we are not dealing exclusively with toponymic semantics in Welsh. It appears possible
that a similar development is found in the Cornish appellative as well. Certainly, Cornish
lyw is used in the meaning ‘colour, hue’ throughout the corpus, and, moreover, there is
also an example where it is accompanied by the adjective ‘bright’ as in rag an houl y lyw
golow / a gollas pan eth a’n beys ‘For the sun his bright hue / Lost, when he went from the
world’ (Norris 1859, 468–9). In certain lines, however, and particularly those which refer
to the sun’s loss of lyw, like an houl ny golse y lyw (Norris 1859, 466) one may suspect that
‘brightness’, and not ‘hue’ was meant. It is interesting to note that E. Norris (1859, 458–
9) himself translates the line an hovl y lyw re gollas as ‘the sun has lost his brightness’.
Nevertheless these examples are fairly ambiguous, and perhaps other interpretations
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important publication.
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could be offered for them instead. As there is no strict and precise evidence that lyw
denoted ‘bright’ in Cornish texts,9 these suggestions cannot be more than tentative. Even
so, the fact that this meaning provides plausible translations for these examples of the
appellative in Cornish literature strengthens the case for the treatment of the Cornish
 place- name element lyw as ‘bright’.
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